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Abstract 
A restrictive blind signature scheme is a cryptographic primitive involved in the design of 
untraceable off-line electronic payment systems. The security of this primitive determines 
both the integrity of the bank and the anonymity of the payers. Brands proved that 
a restrictive blind issuing protocol for secret-key certificates can be derived from any 
signature scheme of Fiat-Shamir type, if the latter can be ordinary blinded. There is not 
a similar result for the restrictive blind issuing of public-key certificates. Only one such 
primitive is known. It is derived from Schnorr's identification protocol. Our paper presents 
another restrictive blind signature scheme, that can be used for public-key certificates. 
This solution is developed from the Identification Scheme type 1 and the corresponding 
signature scheme introduced by Okamoto. Using this blind signature protocol, we design 
an efficient untraceable electronic cash system. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

An electronic coin can be implemented like a secret key/public key used by the payer to 
sign the specification of a payment. The bank certifies the public key of a coin by digitally 
signing it with respect to its own public key. Latter on, this public-key certificate can be 
verified off-line by the payee, using the public key of the bank. The authenticity of the 
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coins is essential for their acceptability by the bank at the deposit stage. The bank issues 
the public-key certificates of coins during withdrawal. The ability of the designer to make 
the signature of the bank a blind signature protocol is crucial in order to provide privacy 
for payers. The first requirement for this protocol is that the bank should not be able to 
link the public key of the coin and its certificate to a particular issuing protocol that has 
led to this pair. The protocol fulfilling this requirement is referred to as an ordinary blind 
signature protocol and is appropriate from the payer's point of view. However, the bank 
requires a stronger condition: the message to be signed in a blinded way must contain an 
invariant part with regard to the blinding operations carried out by the payer. Usually, this 
part allows the multiple spending detector to derive the identity of a payer who abused 
the system by spending copies of an electronic coin. The attribute restrictive refers to this 
kind of blind signature schemes. 

In the framework of secret-key certificates, Brands (1995) proved that for any Fiat
Shamir type signature scheme for which an ordinary blind signature scheme can be con
structed, a restrictive blind signature scheme can also be derived. There is not a similar 
result for the restrictive blind issuing of public-key certificates. There is only one restrictive 
blind signature scheme used for the issuing of public-key certificates. It is employed by the 
electronic payment systems described by Brands (1993), Ong and Okamoto (1994). This 
scheme is derived from Schnorr's signature scheme (Schnorr, 1991) based on a method 
presented for the first time by Chaum and Pedersen (1993). The same methodology can 
be immediately extended to Brickell-MeCurley's signature scheme (Brickell and McCur
ley, 1992). However, it is not trivial extending this procedure to other Fiat-Shamir type 
signature schemes (Fiat and Shamir, 1987). The goal of this paper is to introduce a restric
tive blind signature scheme derived from the Identification Scheme type 1 proposed by 
Okamoto (1993), following the principles introduced by Chaum and Pedersen (1993). Our 
scheme provides a better restrictiveness than the scheme in (Brands, 1993). We illustrate 
the functionality of our scheme through an efficient off-line payment system, providing 
privacy for payers. The design follows the lines of the payment system proposed by Brands 
(1993). 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the 
notations, definitions and the main cryptographic assumption we use. The interactive 
signature scheme and the corresponding basic proof system are described in Section 3. 
This is the starting point from which, in Section 4, we derive the proposed restrictive blind 
signature scheme. In the last section we outline the design of an electronic cash system, 
the withdrawal stage of which relies on the proposed blind signature scheme. Finally, our 
conclusions are presented. 
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2 NOTATIONS, DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 

For any prime p, the set of positive integers smaller than p is denoted z;. Let q be a 
prime such that q divides p- 1. We denote by Gq the unique subgroup of z; of order q. 
This subgroup can be generated as follows: 

1. choose at random ~ E'R. z;; 
2. compute 'Y f- ~(JJ- 1)fq; 

3. If 'Y = 1 go to Step 1. Otherwise, compute Gq as { 1, "f, 12 , ... 'Y(q-1)}. 

In expressions involving elements in Gq we do not explicitly mention the reduction mod
ulop. 

Definition 1 A generator-pair (gt. g2) E G~ consists of a pair of different generators 
g1 "! g2 E Gq. A witness of hE Gq with respect to the generator-pair (gt. g2), denoted with 
witneSS(g,,g.)(h), is a pair (s1>s2) E z~ such that h = gi'g22 • 

The security of the interactive signature scheme and the corresponding basic proof system, 
as well as the security of the restrictive blind signature scheme rely on the following 
assumption: 

Assumption 1 Finding a witness (St. s2) E z~ with respect to the generator-pair (gb 92) 
E G~ of h E Gq is the Representation problem of degree 2, which we denote by R 2 • 

An algorithm is said to solve the problem R 2 i/, for inputs (9t.92) "! (1, 1), h generated 
uniformly at random, it outputs (st. s2) with at least non-negligible probability of success 
such that h = 9i' 922 • The R2 assumption states that there is no polynomial-time algorithm 
that solves the R 2 problem. 

It can be proved that the R 2 problem is equivalent in computational difficulty to the 
Discrete Log problem for groups of prime order. 

3 THE INTERACTIVE SIGNATURE SCHEME AND THE BASIC 
PROOF SYSTEM 

An interactive signature scheme can be derived from Okamoto's Identification Scheme 
type 1 (Okamoto, 1993), using a similar procedure to that introduced by Chaum and 
Pedersen (1993). It allows a signer, represented by the public key (p, q, (91> 92) E G~ \ 
{(1, 1)}, h E Gq \ {1}) and the corresponding secret key (s1 , s2 ) E Z~, to interactively sign 
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a message mE Gq. The signature on m consists of z = m•1+s, and a proof of knowledge 
of a witness of h with respect to (91, 92), the components of which verify z. This proof of 
knowledge is provided by the basic proof system, where the signer plays the prover's role. 

Given m, the basic proof system is described by the following protocol: 

( ) ., w w + 1. The prover P generates w1, w2 E ll.;; at random and sends a +- 91 192 ', b +- m w, w, 
and z = m 81 +s, to the verifier V. 

2. V generates a challenge c E ll.q at random, and sends it to P. 
3. P computes the responses r1 +- w1 - cs1 mod q, r2 +- w2 - cs2 mod q and sends (r1, r 2 ) 

to V. 
4. V accepts the proof if a = 9? 9;' he and b = m" +r, zc. 

We analyze the security of the basic proof system, considering the possibilities of cheat
ing for P and V. Let P (resp. V) denote a fraudulent P (resp. V). F(resp. V) may deviate 
from the protocol in computing a, b, z, (:I, r2) (resp. c). P does not know either the secret 
(s1 , s2) or the sum of its components. V can "learn" from P's proofs. 

Proposition 1 The basic proof system is complete and sound. 

Proof. If P is honest, in the sense that he knows a witness of h with respect to (91, 92 ) 

verifying also z for a given m, then V always accepts P's proof of knowledge. This states 
the completeness of the basic proof system. 

The fraudulent P can cheat by guessing the correct c E ll.q and sending, with an 
arbitrary (w1, w2) E ll.~, the following items: zEn Gq, a+- 9f'9!f'hc, b +- mw,+w,zc and 
h, r2 ) +- ( w1 , w2 ). The probability of success for this attack is 1/q. 

It remains to prove that this success rate cannot be increased unless computing a valid 
witness of h with respect to (91, 92) is easy. Suppose P is able to convince V in time 
T with a probability at least 21/q, for an integer t ~ 1. Then, given m, P chooses in a 
suitable way a, band z. Given these items, the prover must be able to correctly answer at 
least 21 different challenges. Let c and c' be two such challenges, which can be found in 
expected time 21- 1qT. Let (r1 , r2) and (r~, r;) be the corresponding responses, that respect 
the relations r1 = w1 - cs1 mod q, r2 = w2 - cs2 mod q and r\ = w1 - c' s1 mod q, r~ = 
w2 - c' s2 mod q. Because the probability that c'- c = 0 mod q is less than 2-t, then with 
a probability at least 1- 2-t the fraudulent P is able to compute a valid witness of h with 
respect to (91,92), as s1 = (c'- c}-1h- r\) mod q, s2 = (c'- c)-1(r2 - r;) mod q. 

Thus, there is a contradiction with Assumption 1. Therefore, if P does not know a valid 
witness of h with respect to (91, 92) , there is not a strategy for him such that V accepts 
with non-negligible probability of success. This proves the soundness of the basic proof 
system. D 
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The following proposition shows that the prover in the basic proof system that uses an 
incorrect z is successful with negligible probability. 

Proposition 2 When z =f. m•• +•• in the basic proof system, then the verifier accepts with 
probability at most 1/q. 

This three-move sound basic proof system is not "zero-knowledge" (Feige, Fiat and 
Shamir, 1988), but we conjecture that it does not leak useful information about the 
secret key of the signer. 

If in the basic proof system we replace the challenge of the verifier by the value of a 
collision-resistant hash function applied to the message m and the information sent by 
the user in the first move, one can derive a Fiat-Shamir type signature scheme (Fiat 
and Shamir, 1987). It produces a signature on m of the form si9n(m) = (z, c, (r1, r2)). 

The signature is correct if c = 11.( m, z, 9? 9;• he, m•• +•• zc). Considering the security of the 
scheme, we first argue that it is not possible to forge signatures given only the public key. 
Indeed, if 11,{-) is like a random oracle, in the sense that it is as difficult to convince a 
verifier who chooses c = 1i(m, z, a, b) as a verifier who chooses the challenge at random, it 
is not possible to make signatures without knowing the secret key (s1, s2). Furthermore, 
it is hopeless for a forger to derive more information about the secret key of the signer 
from the execution of the basic proof system, if we accept that a proof does not leak 
any useful information. Finally, we analyze the possibility to construct a false signature 
by combining various given signatures (m;, si9n(m;)), where the forger can choose m; 
adaptively (Goldwasser, Micali and Rivest, 1988). If we accept z; = mf!+••, there is a 
multiplicative relation which might be useful for a forger z1z2 = (m1m2)••+••. Therefore, 
the hash function must prevent the forger from combining different signatures into a new 
signature. 

4 THE RESTRICTIVE BLIND SIGNATURE SCHEME 

In this section we transform the interactive signature scheme to a blind signature scheme, 
applying the technique described by Okamoto and Ohta (1990). Therefore, we do not 
remove the interaction for converting the three-move sound basic proof system into a 
one-step signature protocol. Allowing the verifier to determine the challenge, the message
signature pair can be issued in a blind way. 

The verifier can get a blind signature only on a message m of the form m = m~, where 
m0 E Gq is known to the signer and t is a random choice of the verifier in 7L.q. Given 
m0,z0 = mg•+•• the signer proves that he knows a witness of h with respect to (91,92 ) 

whose components also verify z0, in a such a way that the messages exchanged between 
the prover and the verifier are blinded. The protocol is described by the following steps: 
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1. The signer generates at random ( w01 , w02 ) ER Z~ and sends to the verifier a0 f-gf"' g~02 , 
bo f- m~"' +woz. 

2. The verifier generates at random t, u E Zq, (v1 , v2) E Z~ and computes a new message 
m = m& and the corresponding value of a new z = z~, both values being unknown to 
the signer. The verifier also computes the blinded versions of a0 , b0 as a f- a0gp g~2 hu 
and b f- (b0m~1 +vz z0)t, respectively. Then he computes c = 1-l(m, z, a, b) and sends Co 
= c - u mod q to the signer. 

3. The signer responds to this challenge with ( r 01 , r 02 ), where r 01 f- w01 - c0s1 mod q and 
ro2 f- Wo2- CoS2 mod q. 

4. The verifier accepts if and only if a0 = gr"' g;o• h"" and b0 = m~"' +roz z6'. The verifier 
also corrects the response (r01 , r 02 ) as (r1, r 2), where r 1 f- r 01 + v1 mod q and r 2 f

r02 + v2 mod q. Finally, the blind signature on the message m consists of sign(m) = 
(z, c, (r1, r2)). 

Proposition 3 Whenever the verifier follows the blind signature protocol and accepts, 
then sign(m) = (z, c, (r1, r2)) is a correct signature on m. 

Proof. The signature sign(m) = (z, c, (r1, r2)) is a correct signature on m if the equality 

is verified. This is equivalent to prove that 

The first relation follows from: 

because a0 = gr"' g;o• hco if the verifier accepts. Similarly: 

ffiTl +r2 zC = fflT01 +v1 +ro2+v2 zco+u ~ ( ffl~Ol +ro2 zgomgl +v2 zg) t = 

= (bom~1 +v•z0)t =b. 

because we accept that m = m&, z = z~ and b0 = m~01 +roz zg". 0 

Proposition 4 {Unconditional Unlinkability) Even with unlimited computing power, the 
signer gets no information about m and sign(m) = (z, c, (r1, r2)) if the verifier follows the 
protocol. 
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Proof. Let mo, zo, ao, bo, Co and (r01, r02) be the signer's view in a successful execution of 
the blind signature protocol, such that a0 = gr"' g';_02 hco and b0 = m~01 +ro2 zO". It is sufficient 
to prove that for any valid pair m,sign(m) = (z,c, (rt,r2)), verifying c = 1/.(m,z,a,b), 
where a = gr' g';.2 h0 and b = mr1 +r2 zc, there is exactly one set of values of the random 
variables t, u, (v1, v2) such that: 

m=m~; 
z = zg; 
a= aogr1g~2 hU; 

b = (bomg'+v2zgr; 

c = eo + u mod q; 

r 1 = r01 + v1 mod q; 
r2 = ro2 + v2 mod q. 

First, given m0 and m we can compute the value of t as t = logmo m. The values of 
u and (v1, v2) can be computed from c, Co and (rt, r2), (rob r02) as u = c- Co mod q and 
(v1 = r1- ro1 mod q,v2 = r2- ro2 mod q). 

It remains to prove that these values of t, u and ( Vt, v2) verify the equalities z = z~, 
a = a0gr' g~2 hv. and b = (b0mg1 +v2 zg( In order to prove the first equality, it can be 
assumed that z0 = mjj1+82 and z = m81+•2 , because the signer actually proves that z0 

equals mjj' +•2 when making a blind signature. Hence, m = m~ implies that: 

The other two relations can be proved as follows: 

a= gpg';_2hc = g~01+v'g'2"2+v2hco+u = (g~Olg'2"2hco)gr'g~2h" = aogr'g~2h"; 
b = ffir1+r2zC = ffiro1+v1+ro2+V2zCO+U = ffir01+T02zCOffiVl+V2z" = 

= m~(r01 +ro2) zgco m~(v1 +v2) z{;' = ( m~"' +r02 zQ"mg' +v2 zg) t = ( bomg' +v2 zg ( 

D 

Assumption 2 (Restrictiveness) The signer can obtain only one signature for each ex
ecution of the blind signature protocol. The signature is on a message that can be only 
of the form m = m0t, m0 E Gq, where the verifier chooses t E 7l.q. Moreover, if there is 
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(J-L01,JJ,o2) E Z~ that verifies the following two predicates: 

S(mo, (J-Lot,/-Lo2)) :: m0 = gf01g~02 {the structural predicate), 
I((J-L01 , muo2)) :: J-Lod {Lo2 mod q = i {the blinding-invariant predicate) . 

then there is (I-Ll, J-L2) E Z~ that verifies the same two predicates: 

S(m, (J-Ll,J-L2)) :: m = gf1 g~\ 

I( (I-Ll, /-L2)) :: J-Ld {£2 mod q = i. 

Indeed, ifthere is a pair (Mol, /-Lo2) E Z~ that verifies: 

S(mo, (J-LOI,/-Lo2)) :: mo = gf01gr\ 
I( (Mol, /-Lo2)) :: Mod J-Lo2 mod q = i, 

203 

and if we accept that m = m~ then we can write m = (gf01 g~02 ) t = g~P.oJ g!}:02 • Therefore, 
we accept that there is (J-L1, J-L2) E Z~, {£1 = t{£01 mod q,{£2 = t{Lo2 mod q that verifies: 

S(m, (J-Ll,J-L2)) :: m = gf1g~2 and, 

I((J-Ll, /-L2)) :: Md {£2 mod q = t{LdtJ-L2 mod q = i. 

5 AN UNTRACEABLE ELECTRONIC CASH SYSTEM 

The main particularity of the electronic cash system outlined in this section is that the 
withdrawal protocol relies on the restrictive blind signature scheme we have introduced. 
The form of the electronic coin and the design procedure are similar to those used by 
Brands (1993). In the following we consider only three roles in the system: bank, payer 
and payee. Moreover, in order to avoid the overhead involved by the existence of a clearing 
system, we assume that both payer and payee are clients of the same bank. Each payer is 
represented in the system by an electronic purse implemented as a tamper-resistant smart 
card. The financial instruments that carry out the signature transport in the system are 
electronic coins. Each coin is untraceable, unless the payer tries to spend it more than 
once. 

Let consider the generator-pair (g1, g2 ) E G~. These numbers are generated and pub
lished by the bank during the initialization of the system. For security reasons, we accept 
that the relative logarithms of g1 and g2 are unknown to the payers and payees. In order 
to issue signatures on the electronic coins, the bank uses the secret key (S1, S2) En Z~ and 
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the corresponding public key P = gf' g~2 , in the framework of the blind signature issuing 
protocol described in the previous section. 

When Alice wants to become a payer in the system she opens an account and registers 
at the bank. The bank issues a smart card (SC) for Alice, containing her secret key 
sa E ll.q. This key is jointly generated by Alice and the bank, such that nobody is able to 
derive it. Otherwise, Alice can build a fake purse and the bank can frame Alice. The bank 
learns and stores Alice's public key Pa = g~· during the SC's activation. In addition, Alice 
proves to the bank that she knows the secret key sa corresponding to Pa· To this end, she 
uses the Schnorr identification protocol (Schnorr, 1991), considering as a common input 
Pa· The registration protocol is outlined in Figure 1. 

Alice 

Sa = the secret to be proved 

W ER 7l.q 
a+-g'{' 

r +- w - csa mod q 

store rna,Za 

Pa = g~· = the common input 

Pa,a 

c 

r 

ma,Za 

Figure 1 The registration protocol 

? 

grp~ =a 
store Pa 

Bank 

link Pa to Alice's account 
rna +- Pa92 = gf• 92 
Za +-rn~'+S• 

The public key Pa links the SC of Alice to her account, which will be debited whenever 
Alice withdraws electronic coins. During the activation stage, the bank also computes 
and stores in Alice's SC two customized items for her, namely rna = Pa92 = g~"g2 and 
Za = m~' +8•. The message ma encodes Alice's secret key sa. The blinding operations 
carried out by Alice during the withdrawal protocol preserve a certain blinding-invariant 
structure of ma, embedding Alice's secret key. 

A coin is represented by the pair (K, A) E G~, where K = m~ = g~•·g~, A= gf'g22 • The 
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numbers t, a 1 , a 2 are random choices by Alice in lLq. The secret key of the coin is (tsa, t) E 

lL~. The coin (K, A) is authenticated by a signature of the bank. The authentication is 
carried out during withdrawal, when Alice (playing the role of verifier) and the bank 
(playing the role of the signer) execute the blind signature protocol, with respect to the 
bank's secret key/public key (S1,S2)/P = gf'gf'. The protocol is adapted from that 
described in Section 4 as follows. The bank ensures that K really encodes sa, whereas 
Alice can choose A freely. However, A is included in the signature such that if Alice 
attempts to double-spend a coin she is forced to use the same A. The signature on (K, A) 
is the triple (z, c, (r1 , r2)) satisfying c '= 1i(K, z, A, a, b), where a and b are computed as 
a = gr' g;' pc and b = Kr, +r, zc. The withdrawal protocol is depicted in Figure 2. 

Alice 

t, a1, a2, u En ?l.q 
( v1, v2) En ?l.l 

K +-ma 
z +-- z~ ( = K 51 +52 ) 

A+-- gf'g~' 

a +-- aog~1 g~' pu 
bt-- (bom~'+"'z~)t 

c +--1-l(K, z, A, a, b) 
co +-- c - u mod q 

? 
ao ~ 9~01 9;o2 pco 

? 
bo ~ m~m +ro2 z~o 

r1 +-- ro1 + v1 mod q 
r2 +-- ro2 + v2 mod q 

store (K, A), (z, c, (r1, r2)) 

ao, bo 

Bank 

(wo1,wo2) En?l.~ 
ao +-- grol g?f02 
bo +-- m::'D1 +wo2 

ro1 +-- wo1 - coS1 mod q 
ro2 +-- wo2- coS2 mod q 

debit Alice's account 

Figure 2 The withdrawal of electronic coins 

In a payment transaction, Alice first sends the coin (K, A) and the bank's signature 
on it (z, c, (r1, r2)) to the payee Bob. He checks the authenticity of the coin, verifying 
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the correctness of the bank's signature. Then, Bob sends to Alice a challenge, which is 
composed by the specification of the current payment transaction (amount, date, Bob's 
identity) and a random sequence. Alice runs a proof of knowledge of the secret key of the 
coin (tsa, t), using Okamoto's Identification Scheme type 1. As the commitment she must 
use the part A = gf1 g~• of the coin. Bob verifies the proof and if it is correct Alice can 
get her purchases. The payment protocol is depicted in Figure 3. 

Alice 

Retrieve coin 
(K, A), (z, c, (r1, r2)) 

Pl f- u1 - mtsa mod q 
P2 +- u2- mt mod q 

(K,A) 
(z,c,{rt,r2 )) 

m 

Bob 

Verify authenticity of the coin 

c ~ 1l(K,z,A,gr'u;' pc,Kr,+••zc) 
a En z ••• 
spec f- amount II date II I D Bob 

m+-alispec 

Figure 3 The payment protocol 

At the deposit stage, Bob shows a transcript of the payment (K, A), (z, c, h, r 2)), 

(m, p11 P2) to the bank. After the bank performs the same verifications that Bob has car
ried out in the payment, the coin is checked against double-deposit by Bob and against 
double-spending by Alice. On one hand, if m is the same in two transcripts, Bob at
tempted to double-deposit and the bank refuses to refund him. On the other hand, if a 
coin is used in more than one payment transcript 

(K, A), (z, c, (r1, r2)), (m, Pl! P2), 
(K, A), (z, c, (r1, r2)), (m', 71! 72)· 

the bank can derive the secret key and public-key of the double-spender like 

and Pa = g•a. Therefore, the bank can derive the real identity of Alice. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

We have introduced a restrictive blind signature scheme that is derived from Okamoto's 
Identification Scheme type 1, using the public key certificates technique. Our scheme 
provides a good level of security, relying only on classical cryptographic assumptions. The 
scheme can be successfully used as the basic cryptographic primitive in the design of the 
withdrawal stage of an efficient electronic cash system. 
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